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PGD is used to prevent diseases and disorders being passed on to the child. Cancer can result from changes in
the genome, the epigenome or both. It is a very broad term that covers a range of techniques that allow for the
artificial addition, deletion or rearrangement of sequences of bases in DNA in order to alter the observable
form and function of an organism. Cells are tiny â€” invisible to the naked eye â€” and each cell in your body
contains about 6 feet of DNA thread, for a total of about 3 billion miles of DNA inside you! Scientists today
estimate that each gene in the body may make as many as 10 different proteins. What Are Genetic Disorders?
It is the largest single research activity ever carried out in modern science. A gene is a tiny section of a long
DNA double helix molecule, which consists of a linear sequence of base pairs. Some medicines work well for
some patients, but not for others. Every person has two copies of each gene, one inherited from each parent. In
these cases, usually nothing out of the ordinary happens since the body can still do the jobs it needs to do. In
this field, the main goal is to help people lead quality lives. Many genes are linked to certain diseases and
allow a geneticist to possibly prevent diseases. Gene therapy uses sections of DNA to treat or prevent disease.
The DNA in a gene spells out specific instructionsâ€”much like in a cookbook recipe â€” for making proteins
say: PRO-teens in the cell. What about height, build, or the resemblance to one or both of your parents? The
HGP has opened the door to a wide range of genetic tests. It is more likely to strike on aged people and
females3. A cell is so tiny that you can only see it using a strong microscope. What Is a Gene?


